
 
WRX "A" Day Automatic 
 
The WRX « A » Automatic is the version with a traditional movement of the WRX « A ». 
This is a timepiece that is both technical and simple, it has been developed with a few things in mind: precision, 
legibility, solidity… in a word: effective! The WRX « A » Automatic prides itself with the automatic movement 
RTA001®. The « A » Automatique, beyond solidity, shows how it is possible to create an elegant horological marvel 
comfortable in every situation.  
 
This version « Day » features a matt sandblasted surgical steel case  

 
Automatic winding mechanical movement RTA001 based on ETA 2824-2  
25 jewels, 28,800 a / h, 4Hz, incabloc 
Power reserve 44 hours 
Tested water resistant up to 400M / 1200FT 
Complies with ISO 6425 dive watches standard 
Hours, minutes, seconds, date, elapsed immersion time 
Polished 316L surgical stainless steel case, diameter 47.5 mm (without crown) 
Black face, 95% matt 
Professional "Super Luminova" ® C3 hands and hour markers 
Domed antiglare sapphire crystal 5.9 mm thick 
Unidirectional rotating Steel and aluminium bezel  
Reinforced and protected screw-down crown 
Screw down case back engraved with individual serial number 
Vintage Gold Barenia calf leather strap and silicone strap, mounted on 26mm spring bars, oval holes, 26mm 
matching buckle 
Comes in a waterproof anti shock NATO approved case 
Series limited to 500 pieces  
Swiss made 
 
The WRX "A" Automatic is available in 4 different designs: Day, Noon, Sunset, Night 

  



 
WRX "A" Noon Automatic 
 
The WRX « A » Automatic is the version with a traditional movement of the WRX « A ». 
This is a timepiece that is both technical and simple, it has been developed with a few things in mind: precision, 
legibility, solidity… in a word: effective! The WRX « A » Automatic prides itself with the automatic movement 
RTA001®. The « A » Automatique, beyond solidity, shows how it is possible to create an elegant horological marvel 
comfortable in every situation.  
 
This version « Noon » features a polished surgical steel case  
 
Automatic winding mechanical movement RTA001 based on ETA 2824-2  
25 jewels, 28,800 a / h, 4Hz, incabloc 
Power reserve 44 hours 
Tested water resistant up to 400M / 1200FT 
Complies with ISO 6425 dive watches standard 
Hours, minutes, seconds, date, elapsed immersion time 
Polished 316L surgical stainless steel case, diameter 47.5 mm (without crown) 
Black face, 95% matt 
Professional "Super Luminova" ® C3 hands and hour markers 
Domed antiglare sapphire crystal 5.9 mm thick 
Unidirectional rotating Steel and aluminium bezel  
Reinforced and protected screw-down crown 
Screw down case back engraved with individual serial number 
Vintage Black Barenia calf leather strap and black silicone strap, mounted on 26mm spring bars, oval holes, 26mm 
matching buckle 
Comes in a waterproof anti shock NATO approved case 
Series limited to 500 pieces  
Swiss made 
 
The WRX "A" Automatic is available in 4 different designs: Day, Noon, Sunset, Night 

  



 
WRX "A" Sunset Automatic 
 
The WRX « A » Automatic is the version with a traditional movement of the WRX « A ». 
This is a timepiece that is both technical and simple, it has been developed with a few things in mind: precision, 
legibility, solidity… in a word: effective! The WRX « A » Automatic prides itself with the automatic movement 
RTA001®. The « A » Automatique, beyond solidity, shows how it is possible to create an elegant horological marvel 
comfortable in every situation.  
 
This version « Sunset » features a Rose Gold PVD surgical steel case  
 
Automatic winding mechanical movement RTA001 based on ETA 2824-2  
25 jewels, 28,800 a / h, 4Hz, incabloc 
Power reserve 44 hours 
Tested water resistant up to 400M / 1200FT 
Complies with ISO 6425 dive watches standard 
Hours, minutes, seconds, date, elapsed immersion time 
Polished 316L surgical stainless steel case, diameter 47.5 mm (without crown) 
Black face, 95% matt 
Professional "Super Luminova" ® C3 hands and hour markers 
Domed antiglare sapphire crystal 5.9 mm thick 
Unidirectional rotating Steel and aluminium bezel  
Reinforced and protected screw-down crown 
Screw down case back engraved with individual serial number 
Vintage Black Barenia calf leather strap and black silicone strap, mounted on 26mm spring bars, oval holes, 26mm 
matching buckle 
Comes in a waterproof anti shock NATO approved case 
Series limited to 500 pieces  
Swiss made 
 
The WRX "A" Automatic is available in 4 different designs: Day, Noon, Sunset, Night 

  



 
WRX "A" Night Automatic 
 
The WRX « A » Automatic is the version with a traditional movement of the WRX « A ». 
This is a timepiece that is both technical and simple, it has been developed with a few things in mind: precision, 
legibility, solidity… in a word: effective! The WRX « A » Automatic prides itself with the automatic movement 
RTA001®. The « A » Automatique, beyond solidity, shows how it is possible to create an elegant horological marvel 
comfortable in every situation.  
 
This version « Night» features a matt black PVD surgical steel case  
 
Automatic winding mechanical movement RTA001 based on ETA 2824-2  
25 jewels, 28,800 a / h, 4Hz, incabloc 
Power reserve 44 hours 
Tested water resistant up to 400M / 1200FT 
Complies with ISO 6425 dive watches standard 
Hours, minutes, seconds, date, elapsed immersion time 
Polished 316L surgical stainless steel case, diameter 47.5 mm (without crown) 
Black face, 95% matt 
Professional "Super Luminova" ® C3 hands and hour markers 
Domed antiglare sapphire crystal 5.9 mm thick 
Unidirectional rotating Steel and aluminium bezel  
Reinforced and protected screw-down crown 
Screw down case back engraved with individual serial number 
Vintage Black Barenia calf leather strap and black silicone strap, mounted on 26mm spring bars, oval holes, 26mm 
matching buckle 
Comes in a waterproof anti shock NATO approved case 
Series limited to 500 pieces  
Swiss made 
 
The WRX "A" Automatic is available in 4 different designs: Day, Noon, Sunset, Night 

  


